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Introduction to IRSv3

◎ IRS is a system for teachers, 
TAs and students to get 
feedback on the ITS system

◎ IRS creates informative data 
visualizations for every user of 
ITS system, which informs 
decision making
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Goals

◎ Main Goal was to add to Student, Teacher tabs in order 
to increase level of user interaction

◎ New capabilities include:
○ Student review functionalities (for better practice)
○ Score Prediction based on duration using ML
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Backend Approach - Caching

◎ Do less calculations at 
runtime

◎ Cache Results
○ Increase runtime 

speed
○ Requires initial run

◎ Multiple Quick Endpoints
◎ Heavily Parameterized
◎ Simplified Queries
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Endpoints

◎ Information to frontend in a json format
◎ Why? server-client boundaries
◎ Consistency of Output -> Postman and Debugging
◎ Endpoints -> pull from cached information
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Review Question Endpoint (Postman Visualization)
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/get_review_questions



Data Analysis Endpoints (Postman Visualization)

/get_linear_question/get_linear_question_ids
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/get_histogram_question



Linear Regression Algorithm

◎ Linear regression is used to 
predict the probability of 
getting a question correct 
based on duration (time). 

◎ X -axis → Duration
◎ Y -axis → Score Probability
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Histograms
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◎ Our double-bar histogram shows the number of students who passed and 
who failed a question at certain durations

◎ This graph will show how long it takes most students to get a question correct
◎ It will also show how that compares with the number of students who got the 

question wrong



Frontend Structure

Utilizing React Components

◎ Separating tabs
◎ Distributing functionality as 

much as possible
◎ Each file represents one 

function
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Frontend Part 1. Linear Regression Interface
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Frontend Part 2. Question Duration Histogram
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Frontend Part 3. Student Review
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◎ Sorting Questions by 
Chapter/Assignment

◎ Individual question 
review



Progression

September

Frontend: Began creating structure 
for review questions.        

Backend: Parsing questions for 
review, began creating review 

question table.

September

Formed teams, familiarized with 
the project structure and 

database. Setup application 
across all machines

October

Frontend: Finalized page 
structure and review questions   

Backend: Caching linear 
regression data

October

Frontend: Linked frontend review 
questions with endpoint. 

Backend: Review question 
endpoint completed

November

Frontend: Added histograms of 
question durations.       

Backend: Fixed database 
endpoint linkage, created admin 

endpoint times

November

Frontend: Created Linear 
Regression graphs in the 

frontend.                         Backend: 
Began creating distributions of 

question durations in the 
backend.
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Conclusion

◎ Added review questions 
endpoint to allow for student 
review

◎ Added linear regression 
graphs for duration and 
score predictions

◎ Added histograms with 
distributions of question 
durations

Challenges
◎ Formula formatting with 

various libraries
◎ Plotting  large amounts of 

data quickly
◎ Determining valid questions 

to add to review
◎ Logistic Regression for the 

dataset didn’t work with just 
duration and score
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Future Implementations

◎ Deploy on Server (ex. AWS hosting) 

◎ Add more machine learning/data analysis to produce 
better predictions (such as revisiting Logistic Regression)

◎ Track student profiles and data from answering review 
questions
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Future Improvements

◎ Increase Speed of Linear Regression 
Graphing

◎ Add Authentication System for students, 
teachers and admins

◎ Breakdown data by students
◎ Update with live database
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Visualize on 
the Application!



Questions?


